Abstract-In multi-component spectral analysis, informative variables selection is important to get satisfied performance. The present research intends to establish relationship between eggs freshness and NIR spectroscopy, and build a compact and robust calibration model. Graphically-oriented local multivariate calibration modeling procedures were used comparatively to select efficient spectral variables in comparison to the full-spectrum model. Three kinds of methods, which were spectral interval selection, effective coefficient variables selection and genetic algorithm, were used for variable selection. Successive projections algorithm (SPA) showed its superior ability in reducing the complexity of model building. A satisfactory result was achieved while only 8 variables were used. Meanwhile, the optimal performance was obtained with genetic algorithm synergy interval partial leastsquare (GA-siPLS) by using 9 PCs and 42 variables selected, which resulted in root mean square error value of prediction (RMSEP) value of 3.29. This work indicates that it is feasible to identify egg freshness using NIR spectroscopy combined with graphically-oriented local multivariate analysis, and using variables methods is important to reduce he complexity of model building with fewer spectral variables and improve performance of calibration model.
INTRODUCTION
Freshness makes a major contribution to the internal quality of eggs. Development of a reliable and non-invasive method for determining freshness of eggs is critical to this industry.
Reduction of eggs freshness can be explained in terms of changes in ovomucin-lysozyme interaction, in disulfide bonds of ovomucin or in carbohydrate moieties of ovomucin which are mainly involved in the egg white thinning [1] . Recent studies show that it is possible to assess the freshness of eggs with Near Infrared Spectroscopy (NIR) technique. Berardinelli et al. performed a predictive model of thick albumen height [2] . Giunchi et al. reported non-destructive freshness assessment of shell eggs by means of FT-NIR and partial least square regression (PLS) [3] . A predictive model of Haugh unit was obtained with determination coefficient R2 of 0.676. employed support vector data description (SVDD) to solve the problem with imbalance training samples in egg freshness measurement by NIR spectroscopy, the identification rates of fresh eggs and unfresh eggs were both 93.3% in prediction set [4] . employed NIR spectroscopy combined with multivariate calibration model qualitative and quantitative analyze freshness of eggs [5] . Nicolas et al. (2011) predicted the indexes of HU, albumen pH, and number of storage days related to egg freshness, using VIS and NIR ranging from 411 to 1,729 nm [6] .
For these works mentioned above, NIR spectral data analyses were usually implemented by classical multivariate calibration models. They did not take into account the selection of spectral variables. However, not all spectral variables or regions are equally important for modeling. Some spectral regions may contain little information about freshness of egg samples, and some noise regions may even be harmful to the performance of model. Further more, variables selection will do great help to simplify the process of calibrating models, and build a robust model for the measurement of egg freshness. In recent years, the significance of using variable selection methods in multivariate analysis has been demonstrated [7] [8] .
The present work intends to establish relationship between egg freshness and NIR spectroscopy, and build a compact and robust calibration model. In order to reduce the complexity of model building, several graphically-oriented local multivariate calibration models (i.e. i-PLS, si-PLS, GA-PLS, GA-siPLS, MW-PLS, SPA-PLS, ICA) were used comparatively to select efficient spectral variables relating to the information of eggs freshness. Spectral variables selection is helpful to design of a simpler NIR instrument for real time measurement. PLS calibration model was employed to evaluate the results of spectral variables selection. The performance of the final model was evaluated according to the values of root mean square error of prediction (RMSEP) and the correlation coefficient (R) in prediction set.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Sample preparation
A total of 154 eggs collected from market used in this study, and all of them have not yet been graded. In order to obtain un-fresh egg samples, these eggs were storied at 25℃ for 3 days. At the end of storage, the NIR spectra of all eggs were collected. After FT-NIR acquisition, destructive methods were used to obtain the Haugh units (HU) of eggs (standard method for egg freshness measurement) (Haugh 1937). In the United States egg grades, AA grade eggs score 72 HU or higher; A grade, 60 -72 HU, and B grade, lower than 60 HU [9] . Eggs with HU score below 60 are considered to be un-fresh. Haugh unit is calculated as follows:
where h is the thick albumen height, m is egg mass.
B. NIR spectroscopy measurements
The NIR spectra were recorded in the reflectance mode by using an Antaris II Near-infrared spectrophotometer (Thermo Electron Co., USA) with a fiber optic sampling probe. The fiber probe was placed directly in contact with eggshell to illuminate the sample and collect the diffused light. NIR spectra were recorded from the equatorial axis of the eggshell, because the internal composition changes are more remarkable in this region than other places. In order to avoid possible effects due to differences in internal composition, the diffused reflectance spectra were obtained by averaging triplicate measurements carried out round the equatorial axis of eggshell. Each spectrum was the average of 32 scanning spectra. The NIR spectra for egg samples were acquired in the region between 10000 and 4000cm-1, and the data were measured in 3.856 cm-1 interval, which resulted in 1557 variables. The temperature and the related humidity were kept around 25℃ and 70% in the laboratory, respectively.
C. Spectral data processing
NIR spectra are easily affected by physical properties of the analyzed products and other interferences. Thus, it is necessary to perform mathematical pre-treatments to reduce the systematic noise, and enhance the contribution of the chemical composition. standard normal transformation (SNV) is a mathematical transformation method used to remove slope variation and correct scatter effects in spectra. Each spectrum is corrected individually by first centering the spectral values, and then the centered spectrum is scaled by the standard deviation calculated from the individual spectral values. In this work, SNV ， as a mathematical transformation method (Font et al. 2005 ) [10] , was applied to process full NIR spectra. SNV preprocessed spectra are presented in Fig. 1 . 
D. Multivariate calibrations
In order to build a compact and robust calibration model, several graphically-oriented local multivariate calibration models (i.e. i-PLS, si-PLS, GA-PLS, GA-siPLS, MW-PLS, SPA-PLS, ICA) were used comparatively to select effective spectral variables relating to egg freshness. The results of spectral variables selection were evaluated by PLS calibration model. RMSECV was used for evaluation the error of each calibration model [11] . To obtain the RMSECV value, a leave-one-sample-out cross-validation is performed: the spectrum of one sample in calibration set is left out from this set, and a model is built with the remaining spectra in this set. The RMSECV is then calculated with following relation:
where n is the number of samples in the calibration set, is the reference measurement result for sample , and is the estimated result for sample when the model is constructed with sample removed. The number of factors including in the model is chosen according to the lowest RMSECV. This procedure is repeated for each of the preprocessed spectra.
i-PLS. The development of spectral variables selection was first accomplished by i-PLS. The interval PLS (i-PLS) algorithm was developed by Norgaard et al. (2000) [12] . Its principle is to split the spectra into some small equidistant regions, and then to develop PLS regression models for each of the sub-intervals. Thereafter, the value of RMSECV is calculated for every sub-interval . The region with the lowest value of RMSECV is chosen.
si-PLS. The algorithm of si-PLS was also used for spectral variables selection. The basic principle of si-PLS is as following. First, it splits the spectra into some small equidistant regions. And next, PLS regression models are developed in all possible combinations of two, three or four intervals. The combination of intervals with the lowest RMSECV is chosen (Thomas et al. 2008 ) [13] .
Genetic algorithms. GA is an adaptive heuristic search algorithm which can be applied for the variable selection. In GA-PLS algorithm, the number of the genes at each chromosome is equal to the number of the samples [14] . The population of the first generation is selected randomly. A gene is given the value of one, if its corresponding variable is included in the subset; otherwise, it is given the value of zero. The selection of variables is based on the lowest RMSECV values of PLS models. In GA-PLS model, genetic algorithm is used to select effective spectral variables, and the performance of the model is evaluated by PLS calibration. The aim of genetic algorithm in this work was to reduce the value of RMSECV in variables selection after running 100 generations for each iteration process. So the fitness function (F) was minimization and it was computed using the equation as follows:
where RMSECV is predicted from each chromosome. The best elite chromosomes of size 'N' having with the lowest RMSECV value after running 100 generations for each iteration process.
GA-siPLS. The GA-siPLS algorithm introduced in this study is the combination of GA-PLS and si-PLS algorithm [14] . The algorithm synergy interval partial least square (si-PLS) is firstly attempted to select several NIR spectral regions and then genetic algorithm is employed to choose fewer effective variables from the spectral regions selected by si-PLS. The final spectral variables are selected by the GA-siPLS model that gives the best performance with respect to lowest RMSECV value.
Moving windows method. MW-PLS is another wavelength interval selection method used for spectra analysis in this study. Briefly, MW-PLS develops PLS calibration models with various principal components in every window that moves over the whole spectral region, and then calculates the sums of squared residuals (SSR) for each subset. Finally, it locates informative spectral intervals that have the least model complexity and the lowest sum of residuals. MW-PLS provides a viable approach to eliminate the extra variability generated by non-composition-related factors [15] . A salient advantage of MW-PLS is that the calibration model is very stable against the interference from non-composition related factors. In practice, MW-PLS locates more than one region in vibration spectra because of the existence of many informative spectral bands.
Successive projections algorithm. SPA employs simple projection operations in a vector space to obtain subsets of variables with minimal collinearity. It is a forward variable selection algorithm for multivariate calibration [16] . The principle of it is that the new variable selected is the one among all the remaining variables, which has the maximum projection value on the orthogonal subspace of the previous selected variable. Independent component analysis. The goal of ICA is to find a proper linear representation of non-Gaussian vectors so that the estimated vectors are as independent as possible, and the mixed signals can be denoted by the linear combinations of these independent components, ICs [17] is as independent as possible. The original sources are exactly recovered when is a pseudo-inverse of up to some scale changes and permutations . According to the weights of wavenumbers by each IC, the wavenumbers corresponding to the highest weights were selected as effective spectral variables.
Calibration models. All samples were divided into two subsets. One of the subsets called calibration set was used to build model, and the other one called prediction set was used to test the robustness of model. Total numbers of 100 samples were randomly selected as calibration set, and the remaining 54 samples constituted the prediction set. As shown in Table 1 , the range of y-value in calibration set covered the range in prediction set. Therefore the distribution of the samples was appropriate. The number of PLS factors and spectral variables were optimized according to the RMSECV value in calibration set. The performance of the final model was evaluated according to the values of RMSEP and the correlation coefficient (R) in prediction set. 
III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
A. i-PLS model
The selection of spectral variables was first accomplished by i-PLS. The spectra were divided into 20 equidistant subintervals, because more dividing did not improve the results. A calibration model based on PLS was developed for each sub-interval. The selected variables were evaluated according to the lowest value of RMSECV. The optimal i-PLS model was obtained with interval number 14 selected, where the lowest RMSECV was 3.35. The best interval was number 14, corresponding to wavenumbers in the range 8291.73-8715.89 cm . The full spectrum RMSECV is 3.36 while interval 14 is 3.35. So, the variable selection of i-PLS is not significant to achieve a better result, but it is useful to reduce the complexity of model building.
B. si-PLS model
The selection of spectral variables was secondly accomplished by si-PLS. The spectra were divided into 30 
B. GA-PLS model
The algorithm of GA-PLS was used for variable selection from 1557 spectral variables. The crossover rate was 0.8; the mutation rate was 0.01; the termination condition was running 100 generations for each iteration process. As the population of the first generation was selected randomly, it would subtly affect the performance and the selection of frequencies. So, the algorithm was implemented for 10 times to remove the effects of population initialized. According to results of experiments, the effect of random population initialized was very subtle, and selected spectral variables were similar within 10 times implementation. The optimal model was obtained when 98 variables and 7 PLS components were used, the lowest RMSECV was 3.2781. In GA-PLS, some variables were mostly used in calibrating GA-PLS model, and some variables were totally not used. So, it is possible to build robust calibration models using few variables relating to egg freshness.
C. GA-siPLS model
Based on 4 regions of NIR spectra (208 variables) selected in si-PLS model, further more study was carried on by GA algorithm to select effective variables from these regions. The fitness function and other parameters were the same as GA-PLS model for consistent comparison. The algorithm was also implemented for 10 times. When 42 variables and 9 PCs were used, the optimal PLS model could be obtained, with respect to the lowest RMSECV value of 3.2117.
D. MW-PLS
All of the informative regions of egg freshness were obtained from the wavelength region of 4000-10000 cm -1 . The windowsize was set to 31 in MW-PLS model. Because egg freshness reflects the information of various chemical compositions, and the amide groups may be separated into several informative regions in their NIR spectra. It is possible to get better PLS models and prediction results by using the combinations of informative regions. Therefore, we collected all promising informative regions and applied MW-PLS to search for their optimized combinations. The best performance was obtained with the combination of 4 spectral regions, where the lowest RMSECV was 3.32. ICA was also applied to select effective spectral variables from the full spectra. During the process of ICA, the coefficient matrix for each IC and weights matrix for each wavelength were obtained. The effective wavenumbers were selected with the largest absolute weight value of each IC. Fig. 8 shows the weight plots of top three ICs (IC1, IC2, IC3). The largest absolute weight values of top three ICs were corresponding to wavelength at 4967.856, 5415.152, 4632.384 cm -1 , respectively. So, the three variables were selected as effective spectral variables from top three ICs. Based on previous experiments, the best performance was obtained when top ten ICs were used. When 9 variables were selected, the optimal PLS model was obtained with the lowest RMSECV value of 3.59.
G. Discussion of spectral variables selection by different methods
PLS is performed on full spectral region (4000-10000cm -1 , with 1557 spectral variables) to calibrate global model, some noisy spectral information inevitably weaken the performance of model. So, the performance of PLS model was worse than other calibration models which used spectral variables selection algorithms to remove noisy spectral information. Different graphically-oriented local multivariate calibrations models (i.e. i-PLS, si-PLS, GA-PLS, GA-siPLS, MW-PLS, ICA and SPA) for spectral variables selection were investigated and compared in this work. The results of these calibration models are presented in Table 2 . According to investigation of the results from Table 2 , these calibration models all resulted in acceptable performance while only fewer spectral variables (usually only several to dozens of variables) were used. The variables selection algorithms were helpful to simplify the process of calibrating models, and build a robust model with fine stability for the measurement of egg freshness.
According the principle of graphically-oriented local multivariate calibrations models, they were divided into three types, which were listed as follows. (1) Interval selection (i.e. i-PLS, si-PLS), which dividing the NIR spectra into several equidistant parts, and then developing the local multivariate calibration models with these selected parts. They reduced the number of variables from thousands or more reduced to tens to hundreds, and the size of selected variables depends on the number of intervals. (2) Variables selection (i.e. MW-PLS, SPA, ICA) based on effective coefficient of spectra. They develop the multivariate calibration models with variables corresponding to effective coefficient of spectra or minimum of collinearity, which quickly reducing the number of variables from thousands or more reduced to tens even to no more than ten. (3) Genetic algorithms, an adaptive heuristic search methods based on fitness function. Variable selection of genetic algorithm has certain randomness, quickly reducing the number of variables from thousands or more reduced to tens to hundreds. The algorithms of i-PLS, si-PLS aim to select effective spectral interval. They have a consistent concept, that is they both divide the NIR spectra into several equidistant parts, and then develop the local multivariate calibration models with these selected parts . It is possible to get better models comparing to the full-region model, because the selected variables are more related to the information of eggs freshness. i-PLS actually gives an overview of spectral data in selecting the interesting spectral region and removing some noisy regions, but only one selected spectral region usually can not express all useful information about egg freshness. In contrast to i-PLS, si-PLS not only possesses same advantages like i-PLS, but also overcomes the disadvantages of it, because si-PLS combines with two, three or four intervals to calibrate PLS model, so as not to lose much useful information in calibrating model. Si-PLS (i-PLS) algorithms are useful tools for conveniently reducing massive data. However, the selected spectral regions may still contain useless information about analyte.
Variables selection based on effective coefficient of spectra quickly reduced the massive variables to tens even to no more than ten. The goal of MW-PLS is to search for informative regions for the spectral analysis. Informative regions mean that they contain useful information for PLS model building and are helpful to improve the performance of the model . The goal of ICA is to find a proper linear representation of non-Gaussian vectors so that the estimated vectors are as independent as possible, and the mixed signals can be denoted by the linear combinations of these independent components. According to the weights of wavenumbers by each IC, the wave-numbers corresponding to the highest weights are selected as the effective wavelengths. SPA selected several informative spectral variables, which employed projection operations to select variables with the minimum of collinearity [18] . Comparing with the variable selection methods based on the effective coefficient of spectra, SPA employs only a few data reprehensive most of the sample spectrum information, greatly avoided information overlapping.
The goal of MW-PLS is to search for informative regions for the spectral analysis. Informative regions mean that they contain useful information for PLS model building and are helpful to improve the performance of the model . The goal of ICA is to find a proper linear representation of nonGaussian vectors so that the estimated vectors are as independent as possible, and the mixed signals can be denoted by the linear combinations of these independent components. According to the weights of wave-numbers by each IC, the wave-numbers corresponding to the highest weights are selected as the effective wavelengths. SPA selected several informative spectral variables, which employed projection operations to select variables with the minimum of collinearity. Comparing with the variable selection methods based on the effective coefficient of spectra, SPA employs only a few data reprehensive most of the sample spectrum information, greatly avoided information overlapping.
Genetic algorithms (GA) takes account all spectral variables (1557 variables) in building model, and it is an adaptive heuristic search algorithm applied for the variable selection. However, the variable searching process has a certain degree of blindness. Especially the number of variables to be in the thousands, randomness more obviously presents in the results of variable selection. GA-siPLS is the combination of genetic algorithm and si-PLS, it selected variables within the spectral regions obtained by si-PLS. Therefore, the variable searching processes of GA-siPLS is more purposeful. GA-siPLS selected even fewer spectral variables than si-PLS and GA-PLS, but got better performance.
In conclusion, using variables methods is important to reduce he complexity of model building with fewer spectral variables and improve performance of calibration model. The algorithm of SPA is an effective method for reducing the complexity of model building. A satisfactory result could be achieved (the value of RMSECV and RMSEP were 3.327 and 3.56 respectively) while only 8 variables were used.
Meanwhile, the GA-siPLS got the best performance (lowest value of RMSEP) with RMSEP was 3.29, while with the value of RMSECV was 3.2117. The scatter plot of references measured and NIR spectra predicted by GA-siPLS model in prediction set is shown in Fig.2 , and the correlation coefficient was 0.8442. Fig. 2 The scatter plot of references measured and NIR spectra predicted by GA-siPLS model in prediction set
